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Mitcham chronicles the crushing German defeats that ensued during the final
months of the war.

The Battle for Moscow
“Compelling . . . Lower brings to the forefront an unexplored aspect of the
Holocaust.” —Washington Post In a surprising account that powerfully revises
history, Wendy Lower uncovers the role of German women on the Nazi eastern
front—not only as plunderers and direct witnesses, but as actual killers. Lower,
drawing on twenty years of archival research and fieldwork, presents startling
evidence that these women were more than “desk murderers” or comforters of
murderous German men: they went on “shopping sprees” and romantic outings to
the Jewish ghettos; they were present at killing-field picnics, not only providing
refreshment but also shooting Jews. And Lower uncovers the stories of SS wives
with children of their own whose brutality is as chilling as any in history. Hitler’s
Furies challenges our deepest beliefs: women can be as brutal as men, and the
evidence can be hidden for seventy years. “Disquieting . . . Earlier books about the
Holocaust have offered up poster girls of brutality and atrocity . . . [Lower’s] insight
is to track more mundane lives, and to argue for a vastly wider complicity.” —New
York Times “An unsettling but significant contribution to our understanding of how
nationalism, and specifically conceptions of loyalty, are normalized, reinforced, and
regulated.” —Los Angeles Review of Books
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Barbarossa
"Roberts'spopulist approach makes for a rollicking good read and never comes at
theexpense of accuracy. His mastery of the huge variety of subjects is
trulyimpressive and his ability to marshal these subjects into a single
compellingnarrative stunning." —The Daily Telegraph Hailedby The Economist as
“Britain’s finest military historian” forbestsellers such as Masters and Commanders
and Waterloo, AndrewRoberts offers a magisterial new history of World War II and
the Axis strategythat led the Germans and Japanese to their eventual defeat.
Perfect for readershoping to gain new insight into WWII’s pivotal battles and
campaigns, fromDunkirk to D-Day, The Storm of War is a powerful, penetrating,
andcompulsively readable examination of the causes, currents, and consequences
ofthe Second World War.

Stalingrad to Berlin: the German Defeat in the East
fers a groundbreaking account of World War I from the other side of the continent,
brilliantly covering the major military events and the day-to-day life which resulted
in the destruction of one empire, and the moral collapse of another

The First Day on the Eastern Front
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New York Times Bestseller “[A] fascinating, engrossing, often dark history of drug
use in the Third Reich.” — Washington Post The Nazi regime preached an ideology
of physical, mental, and moral purity. Yet as Norman Ohler reveals in this gripping
new history, the Third Reich was saturated with drugs: cocaine, opiates, and, most
of all, methamphetamines, which were consumed by everyone from factory
workers to housewives to German soldiers. In fact, troops were encouraged, and in
some cases ordered, to take rations of a form of crystal meth—the elevated energy
and feelings of invincibility associated with the high even help to account for the
breakneck invasion that sealed the fall of France in 1940, as well as other German
military victories. Hitler himself became increasingly dependent on injections of a
cocktail of drugs—ultimately including Eukodal, a cousin of heroin—administered
by his personal doctor. Thoroughly researched and rivetingly readable, Blitzed
throws light on a history that, until now, has remained in the shadows. “Delightfully
nuts.” — The New Yorker NORMAN OHLER is an award-winning German novelist,
screenwriter, and journalist. He is the author of the novels Die Quotenmaschine
(the world’s first hypertext novel), Mitte, and Stadt des Goldes (translated into
English as Ponte City). He was cowriter of the script for Wim Wenders’s film
Palermo Shooting. He lives in Berlin.

News from Germany
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The Death of Democracy
An important reassessment of the failure of Germany's 1941 campaign against the
Soviet Union.

Armageddon Ost
On June 22, 1941, Hitler invaded the Soviet Union in Operation Barbarossa, one of
the turning points of World War II. Within six months, the invasion bogged down on
the outskirts of Moscow, and the Eastern Front proved to be the decisive theater in
the defeat of the Third Reich. Ever since, most historians have agreed that this was
Hitler’s gravest mistake. In Hitler’s Great Gamble, James Ellman argues that while
Barbarossa was a gamble and perverted by genocidal Nazi ideology, it was not
doomed from the start. Rather it represented Hitler’s best chance to achieve his
war aims for Germany which were remarkably similar to those of the Kaiser’s
government in 1914. Other options, such as an invasion of England, or an offensive
to seize the oil fields of the Middle East were considered and discarded as unlikely
to lead to Axis victory. In Ellman’s recounting, Barbarossa did not fail because of
flaws in the Axis invasion strategy, the size of the USSR, or the brutal cold of the
Russian winter. Instead, German defeat was due to errors of Nazi diplomacy. Hitler
chose not to coordinate his plans with his most militarily powerful allies, Finland
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and Japan, and ensure the seizure of the ports of Murmansk and Vladivostok. Had
he done so, Germany might well have succeeded in defeating the Soviet Union
and, perhaps, winning World War II. Drawing on a wealth of primary and secondary
sources (including many recently released), Hitler’s Great Gamble is a provocative
work that will appeal to a wide cross-section of World War II buffs, enthusiasts, and
historians.

Ardennes 1944
Michael K. Jones's new history of Stalingrad offers a radical reinterpretation of the
most famous battle of the WW2. Combining eyewitness testimony of Red Army
fighters with fresh archive material, the book gives a dramatic insight into the
thinking of the Russian command and the mood of the ordinary soldiers. He
focuses on the story of the Russian 62nd Army, which began the campaign in utter
demoralization, yet turned the tables on the powerful German 6th Army. He
explains the Red Army's extraordinary performance using battle psychology,
emphasizing the vital role of leadership, morale and motivation in a triumph that
turned the course of the war.Colonel-General Anatoly Mereshko fought throughout
the battle as staff officer to the commander, Chuikov. Working with the author
much of Mereshko's testimony is entirely new - and will astonish a western
audience. It is backed up by accounts of other key veterans and the recently
released war diary and combat journals. These show that the oft-repeated
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descriptions of Stalingrad's two critical days of fighting - 14 September 1942, when
the Germans broke into the city, and 14 October, when they launched a massive
attack on the factory district - disguise how desperate the plight of the defenders
really was. In their place is a far more terrifying reality. Grasping this, we come to
see Stalingrad as more than a victory of successful tactics - rather, as an
astounding, improbable triumph of the human spirit.

War in the Wild East
Contains 92 illustrations and 45 maps of the Russian Campaign. A brilliant modern
history of the German invasion of Russia to their bloody crushing defeat by the reinvigorated Russian forces at the siege of Stalingrad. During 1942, the Axis
advance reached its high tide on all fronts and began to ebb. Nowhere was this
more true than on the Eastern Front in the Soviet Union. After receiving a
disastrous setback on the approaches to Moscow in the winter of 1941-1942, the
German armies recovered sufficiently to embark on a sweeping summer offensive
that carried them to the Volga River at Stalingrad and deep into the Caucasus
Mountains. The Soviet armies suffered severe defeats in the spring and summer of
1942 but recovered to stop the German advances in October and encircle and
begin the destruction of the German Sixth Army at Stalingrad in November and
December. This volume describes the course of events from the Soviet December
1941 counteroffensive at Moscow to the Stalingrad offensive in late 1942 with
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particular attention to the interval from January through October 1942, which has
been regarded as a hiatus between the two major battles but which in actuality
constituted the period in which the German fortunes slid into irreversible decline
and the Soviet forces acquired the means and capabilities that eventually brought
them victory. These were the months of decision in the East.

Eastern Front Combat
A major new history of the Third Reich that explores the German psyche

The German Defeat in the East, 1944-45
Essays provide current interpretations of Germany's military, economic, racial, and
diplomatic policies in 1941.

Jews, Germans, and Allies
Not being of the West; being behind the West; not being modern enough; not being
developed or industrialized, secular, civilized, Christian, transparent, or democratic
- these descriptions have all served to stigmatize certain states through history.
Drawing on constructivism as well as the insights of social theorists and
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philosophers, After Defeat demonstrates that stigmatization in international
relations can lead to a sense of national shame, as well as auto-Orientalism and
inferior status. Ayşe Zarakol argues that stigmatized states become extra-sensitive
to concerns about status, and shape their foreign policy accordingly. The
theoretical argument is supported by a detailed historical overview of central
examples of the established/outsider dichotomy throughout the evolution of the
modern states system, and in-depth studies of Turkey after the First World War,
Japan after the Second World War, and Russia after the Cold War.

The Storm of War
The Russo-German war from Stalingrad to Berlin. Topics include strategy and
tactics, partisan and psychological warfare, coalition warfare, and manpower and
production problems faced by both countries.

Cold War on the Airwaves
Tells the story of Jewish survivors inside and outside the displaced-persons camps
of the American zone as they built families and reconstructed identities while
awaiting emigration to Palestine or the United States. Examines how Germans and
Jews interacted and competed for Allied favor, benefits, and victim status, and how
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they sought to restore normality-- in work, in their relationships, and in their
everyday encounters.

1941: The Year Germany Lost the War
A gripping and authoritative revisionist account of the German Winter Campaign of
1941–1942 Germany’s winter campaign of 1941–1942 is commonly seen as its first
defeat. In Retreat from Moscow, a bold, gripping account of one of the seminal
moments of World War II, David Stahel argues that instead it was its first strategic
success in the East. The Soviet counteroffensive was in fact a Pyrrhic victory.
Despite being pushed back from Moscow, the Wehrmacht lost far fewer men,
frustrated its enemy’s strategy, and emerged in the spring unbroken and poised to
recapture the initiative. Hitler’s strategic plan called for holding important Russian
industrial cities, and the German army succeeded. The Soviets as of January 1942
aimed for nothing less than the destruction of Army Group Center, yet not a single
German unit was ever destroyed. Lacking the professionalism, training, and
experience of the Wehrmacht, the Red Army’s offensive attempting to break
German lines in countless head-on assaults led to far more tactical defeats than
victories. Using accounts from journals, memoirs, and wartime correspondence,
Stahel takes us directly into the Wolf’s Lair to reveal a German command at war
with itself as generals on the ground fought to maintain order and save their troops
in the face of Hitler’s capricious, increasingly irrational directives. Excerpts from
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soldiers’ diaries and letters home paint a rich portrait of life and death on the front,
where the men of the Ostheer battled frostbite nearly as deadly as Soviet artillery.
With this latest installment of his pathbreaking series on the Eastern Front, David
Stahel completes a military history of the highest order

The German War
Contains 72 illustrations and 42 maps of the Russian Campaign. After the disasters
of the Stalingrad Campaign in the Russian winters of 1942-3, the German
Wehrmacht was on the defensive under increasing Soviet pressure; this volume
sets out to show how did the Russians manage to push the formerly all-conquering
German soldiers back from Russian soil to the ruins of Berlin. Save for the
introduction of nuclear weapons, the Soviet victory over Germany was the most
fateful development of World War II. Both wrought changes and raised problems
that have constantly preoccupied the world in the more than twenty years since
the war ended. The purpose of this volume is to investigate one aspect of the
Soviet victory-how the war was won on the battlefield. The author sought, in
following the march of the Soviet and German armies from Stalingrad to Berlin, to
depict the war as it was and to describe the manner in which the Soviet Union
emerged as the predominant military power in Europe.
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Operation Typhoon
Some Americans are receptive to a positive interpretation of German military
conduct on the Russian front in World War II.

Marching from Defeat
First-person German accounts of bloody combat. Includes never-before-seen
photos.

Crumbling Empire
In just four weeks in the summer of 1941 the German Wehrmacht wrought
unprecedented destruction on four Soviet armies, conquering central Ukraine and
killing or capturing three quarters of a million men. This was the Battle of Kiev one of the largest and most decisive battles of World War II and, for Hitler and
Stalin, a battle of crucial importance. In this book, David Stahel charts the battle's
dramatic course and aftermath, uncovering the irreplaceable losses suffered by
Germany's 'panzer groups' despite their battlefield gains, and the implications of
these losses for the German war effort. He illuminates the inner workings of the
German army as well as the experiences of ordinary soldiers, showing that with the
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Russian winter looming and Soviet resistance still unbroken, victory came at huge
cost and confirmed the turning point in Germany's war in the East.

Operation Barbarossa and Germany's Defeat in the East
In November 1941 Hitler ordered German forces to complete the final drive on the
Soviet capital, now less than 100 kilometres away. Army Group Centre was pressed
into the attack for one last attempt to break Soviet resistance before the onset of
winter. From the German perspective the final drive on Moscow had all the
ingredients of a dramatic final battle in the east, which, according to previous
accounts, only failed at the gates of Moscow. David Stahel challenges this wellestablished narrative by demonstrating that the last German offensive of 1941 was
a forlorn effort, undermined by operational weakness and poor logistics and driven
forward by what he identifies as National Socialist military thinking. With
unparalleled research from previously undocumented army files and soldiers'
letters, Stahel takes a fresh look at the battle for Moscow, which even before the
Soviet winter offensive, threatened disaster for Germany's war in the east.

Defeat in the East
The last place a German soldier wanted to be in 1944 was the Russian front. That
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summer, Stalin hurled more than 6 million men, 9,000 tanks, 16,000 aircraft, and
12,800 guns and rocket launchers against German forces. About the Author:
Samuel W. Mitcham, Jr., is the author of more than twenty books on World War II,
including Retreat to the Reich (0-8117-3384-X). He lives in Louisiana. Review:
"Mitcham has done it again. Solid research, careful analysis, and, above all, great
writing." ---Robert Citino, author of The German Way of War "Numerous charts,
tables, maps, and appendices are included for those who want more detail, but the
narrative flows in a smooth fashion in highly readable and dramatic prose."
---Walter Dunn, author of Hitler's Nemesis and Kursk Details the massive battles on
the Eastern Front from the summer of 1944 until the fall of Budapest in early 1945
20 b/w photographs 10 maps

The Myth of the Eastern Front
From bestselling author David Nasaw, a sweeping new history of the one million
refugees left behind in Germany after WWII In May 1945, German forces
surrendered to the Allied powers, putting an end to World War II in Europe. But the
aftershocks of global military conflict did not cease with the German capitulation.
Millions of lost and homeless concentration camp survivors, POWs, slave laborers,
political prisoners, and Nazi collaborators in flight from the Red Army overwhelmed
Germany, a nation in ruins. British and American soldiers gathered the
malnourished and desperate refugees and attempted to repatriate them. But after
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exhaustive efforts, there remained more than a million displaced persons left
behind in Germany: Jews, Poles, Estonians, Latvians, Lithuanians, Ukrainians, and
other Eastern Europeans who refused to go home or had no homes to return to.
The Last Million would spend the next three to five years in displaced persons
camps, temporary homelands in exile, divided by nationality, with their own police
forces, churches and synagogues, schools, newspapers, theaters, and infirmaries.
The international community could not agree on the fate of the Last Million, and
after a year of debate and inaction, the International Refugee Organization was
created to resettle them in lands suffering from postwar labor shortages. But no
nations were willing to accept the 200,000 to 250,000 Jewish men, women, and
children who remained trapped in Germany. In 1948, the United States, among the
last countries to accept refugees for resettlement, finally passed a displaced
persons bill. With Cold War fears supplanting memories of World War II atrocities,
the bill granted the vast majority of visas to those who were reliably antiCommunist, including thousands of former Nazi collaborators and war criminals,
while severely limiting the entry of Jews, who were suspected of being Communist
sympathizers or agents because they had been recent residents of Sovietdominated Poland. Only after the controversial partition of Palestine and Israel's
declaration of independence were the remaining Jewish survivors able to leave
their displaced persons camps in Germany. A masterwork from acclaimed historian
David Nasaw, The Last Million tells the gripping yet until now largely hidden story
of postwar displacement and statelessness. By 1952, the Last Million were
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scattered around the world. As they crossed from their broken past into an
unknowable future, they carried with them their wounds, their fears, their hope,
and their secrets. Here for the first time, Nasaw illuminates their incredible history
and, with profound contemporary resonance, shows us that it is our history as well.

Moscow To Stalingrad - Decision In The East [Illustrated
Edition]
This book focuses on one of the most visible and important consequences of total
defeat in postwar Germany: the return to East and West Germany of the two
million German soldiers and POWs who spent an extended period in Soviet
captivity. These former prisoners made up a unique segment of German society.
They were both soldiers in the war of racial annihilation on the Eastern front and
then suffered extensive hardship and deprivation themselves as prisoners of war.
The book examines the lingering consequences of the soldiers' return and explores
returnees' own responses to a radically changed and divided homeland. Historian
Frank Biess traces the origins of the postwar period to the last years of the war,
when ordinary Germans began to face the prospect of impending defeat. He then
demonstrates parallel East and West German efforts to overcome the German loss
by transforming returning POWs into ideal post-totalitarian or antifascist citizens.
By exploring returnees' troubled adjustment to the more private spheres of the
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workplace and the family, the book stresses the limitations of these East and West
German attempts to move beyond the war. Based on a wide array of primary and
secondary sources, Homecomings combines the political history of reconstruction
with the social history of returnees and the cultural history of war memories and
gender identities. It unearths important structural and functional similarities
between German postwar societies, which remained infused with the aftereffects
of unprecedented violence, loss, and mass death long after the war was over.

War of Annihilation
Bestselling historian Andrew Nagorski takes a fresh look at the decisive year 1941,
when Hitler’s miscalculations and policy of terror propelled Churchill, FDR, and
Stalin into a powerful new alliance that defeated Nazi Germany. In early 1941,
Hitler’s armies ruled most of Europe. Churchill’s Britain was an isolated holdout
against the Nazi tide, but German bombers were attacking its cities and German Uboats were attacking its ships. Stalin was observing the terms of the Nazi-Soviet
Pact, and Roosevelt was vowing to keep the United States out of the war. Hitler
was confident that his aim of total victory was within reach. \By the end of 1941, all
that changed. Hitler had repeatedly gambled on escalation and lost: by invading
the Soviet Union and committing a series of disastrous military blunders; by
making mass murder and terror his weapons of choice, and by rushing to declare
war on the United States after Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor. Britain emerged with
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two powerful new allies—Russia and the United States. By then, Germany was
doomed to defeat. Nagorski illuminates the actions of the major characters of this
pivotal year as never before. 1941: The Year Germany Lost the War is a stunning
examination of unbridled megalomania versus determined leadership. It also
reveals how 1941 set the Holocaust in motion, and presaged the postwar division
of Europe, triggering the Cold War. 1941 was a year that forever defined our world.

Retreat from Moscow
Operation Barbarossa, Hitler's invasion of the Soviet Union in 1941, led to one of
the most brutal campaigns of World War II: of the estimated 70 million people who
died in World War II, over 30 million died on the Eastern Front. Although it has
previously been argued that the campaign was a pre-emptive strike, in fact, Hitler
had been planning a war of intervention against the USSR ever since he came to
power in 1933. Using previously unseen sources, acclaimed military historian RolfDieter Muller shows that Hitler and the Wehrmacht had begun to negotiate with
Poland and had even considered an alliance with Japan soon after taking power.
Despite the signing of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, at the declaration of war in
September 1939, military engagement with the Red Army was still a very real and
imminent possibility. In this book, Muller takes us behind the scenes of the
Wehrmacht High Command, providing a fascinating insight into an unknown story
of World War II.
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Enemy in the East
Ultimately, Hayward shows, the poorly conceived strategies of Hitler, Goering, and
others in Berlin doomed the efforts of air commander Wolfram von Richthofen, a
courageous and resolute leader attempting to come to grips with an increasingly
impossible situation.

Panzer Aces I
A riveting account of how the Nazi Party came to power and how the failures of the
Weimar Republic and the shortsightedness of German politicians allowed it to
happen. Why did democracy fall apart so quickly and completely in Germany in the
1930s? How did a democratic government allow Adolf Hitler to seize power? In The
Death of Democracy, Benjamin Carter Hett answers these questions, and the story
he tells has disturbing resonances for our own time. To say that Hitler was elected
is too simple. He would never have come to power if Germany’s leading politicians
had not responded to a spate of populist insurgencies by trying to co-opt him, a
strategy that backed them into a corner from which the only way out was to bring
the Nazis in. Hett lays bare the misguided confidence of conservative politicians
who believed that Hitler and his followers would willingly support them, not
recognizing that their efforts to use the Nazis actually played into Hitler’s hands.
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They had willingly given him the tools to turn Germany into a vicious dictatorship.
Benjamin Carter Hett is a leading scholar of twentieth-century Germany and a
gifted storyteller whose portraits of these feckless politicians show how fragile
democracy can be when those in power do not respect it. He offers a powerful
lesson for today, when democracy once again finds itself embattled and the siren
song of strongmen sounds ever louder.

Stalingrad To Berlin - The German Defeat In The East
[Illustrated Edition]
Jacket subtitle: The Battle of the Bulge.

Hitler's Great Gamble
On June 22, 1941, before dawn, German tanks and guns began firing across the
Russian border. It was the beginning of Hitler's Operation Barbarossa, one of the
most brutal campaigns in the history of warfare. Four years later, the victorious
Red Army has suffered a loss of seven million lives. Alan Clark's incisive analysis
succeeds in explaining how a fighting force that in one two-month period lost two
million men was nevertheless able to rally to defeat the Wehrmacht. The
Barbarossa campaign included some of the greatest episodes in military history:
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the futile attack on Moscow in the winter of 1941-42, the siege of Stalingrad, the
great Russian offensive beginning in 1944 that would lead the Red Army to the
historic meeting with the Americans at the Elbe and on to victory in Berlin.
Barbarossa is a classic of miltary history. This paperback edition contains a new
preface by the author.

Stalingrad: How the Red Army Triumphed
A groundbreaking account of the Nazi-Islamist alliance that changed the course of
World War II and influences the Arab world to this day

Stopped at Stalingrad
This book examines in detail the final six months of the war on the Eastern Front. It
records the gradual and inexorable march of the Red Army towards the ultimate
victory. With a narrative drawn from a variety of sources, including first-hand
accounts from those who actually fought in the war, the book records the advance
of the Red Army through Poland, Hungary and the Balkans and into Germany itself,
and is a sobering account of the destruction of this final phase of the war in the
East.
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Nazis, Islamists, and the Making of the Modern Middle East
In Nazi eyes, the Soviet Union was the "wild east," a savage region ripe for
exploitation, its subhuman inhabitants destined for extermination or helotry. An
especially brutal dimension of the German army's eastern war was its anti-partisan
campaign. This conflict brought death and destruction to thousands of Soviet
civilians, and has been held as a prime example of ordinary German soldiers
participating in the Nazi regime's annihilation policies. Ben Shepherd enters the
heated debate over the wartime behavior of the Wehrmacht in a detailed study of
the motivation and conduct of its anti-partisan campaign in the Soviet Union. He
investigates how anti-partisan warfare was conducted, not by the generals, but by
the far more numerous, average Germans serving as officers in the field. What
shaped their behavior was more complex than Nazi ideology alone. The influence
of German society, as well as of party and army, together with officers' grueling
yet diverse experience of their environment and enemy, made them perceive the
anti-partisan war in varied ways. Reactions ranged from extreme brutality to
relative restraint; some sought less to terrorize the native population than to try to
win it over. The emerging picture does not dilute the suffering the Wehrmacht's
eastern war inflicted. It shows, however, that properly judging ordinary Germans'
role in that war is more complicated than is indicated by either wholesale
condemnation or wholesale exoneration. This valuable study offers a nuanced
discussion of the diversity of behaviors within the German army, as well as
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providing a compelling exploration of the war and counterinsurgency operations on
the eastern front.

Kiev 1941
Heidi Tworek’s innovative history reveals how, across two devastating wars,
Germany attempted to build a powerful communication empire—and how the Nazis
manipulated the news to rise to dominance in Europe and further their global
agenda. When the news became a form of international power, it changed the
course of history.

Homecomings
In War of Annihilation, noted military historian Geoffrey P. Megargee provides a
clear, concise history of the Germans' opening campaign of conquest and genocide
in 1941. By drawing on the best of military and Holocaust scholarship, Megargee
dispels the myths that have distorted the role of Germany's military leadership in
both the military operations themselves and the unthinkable crimes that were part
of them.

The Last Million
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In June 1944, in Belarus on the Eastern Front, the Red Army launched Operation
Bagration, the massive offensive that crushed Hitler’s Army Group Centre. German
soldiers who weren’t encircled and captured had to fight their way back towards
their own lines across hundreds of miles of enemy territory. This is the story of one
of them, Claus Neuber, a young artillery officer who describes in graphic detail his
experiences during that great retreat. His gripping account carries the reader
through the desperate defensive battles and rearguard actions fought to stem the
relentless Soviet advance and to breakout from the cauldrons between Minsk and
the Beresina river. After almost seventy days as a fugitive, living in the open,
depending on the kindness of villagers, enduring extremes of cold, wet and
hunger, and living each day with the ever-present threat of betrayal and
imprisonment, he found his way back to the German lines. This unforgettable
personal narrative, translated for the first time from the original German, gives a
dramatic insight into the impact of the Soviet offensive and the disintegration of an
entire German army. It is also compelling reading because it records in day-to-day
detail what such a bitter defeat was like and shows how individual soldiers
somehow survived through their bravery, ingenuity and endurance – and the
companionship of a few loyal comrades.

Nazi Policy on the Eastern Front, 1941
In October 1941 Hitler launched Operation Typhoon the German drive to capture
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Moscow and knock the Soviet Union out of the war. As the last chance to escape
the dire implications of a winter campaign, Hitler directed seventy-five German
divisions, almost two million men and three of Germany's four panzer groups into
the offensive, resulting in huge victories at Viaz'ma and Briansk - among the
biggest battles of the Second World War. David Stahel's groundbreaking new
account of Operation Typhoon captures the perspectives of both the German high
command and individual soldiers, revealing that despite success on the battlefield
the wider German war effort was in far greater trouble than is often acknowledged.
Germany's hopes of final victory depended on the success of the October offensive
but the autumn conditions and the stubborn resistance of the Red Army ensured
that the capture of Moscow was anything but certain.

Hitler's Furies
Sunday, June 22, 1941: three million German soldiers invaded the Soviet Union as
part of Hitler’s long-planned Operation Barbarossa, which aimed to destroy the
Soviet Union, secure its land as lebensraum for the Third Reich, and enslave its
Slavic population. From launching points in newly acquired Poland, in three
prongs—North, Central, South—German forces stormed western Russia, virtually
from the Baltic to the Black Sea. By late fall, the invasion had foundered against
Russian weather, terrain, and resistance, and by December, it had failed at the
gates of Moscow, but early on, as the Germans sliced through Russian territory and
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soldiers with impunity, capturing hundreds of thousands, it seemed as though
Russia would fall. In the spirit of Martin Middlebrook’s classic First Day on the
Somme, Craig Luther narrates the events of June 22, 1941, a day when German
military might was at its peak and seemed as though it would easily conquer the
Soviet Union, a day the common soldiers would remember for its tension and the
frogs bellowing in the Polish marshlands. It was a day when the German blitzkrieg
decimated Soviet command and control within hours and seemed like nothing
would stop it from taking Moscow. Luther narrates June 22—one of the pivotal days
of World War II—from high command down to the tanks and soldiers at the sharp
end, covering strategy as well as tactics and the vivid personal stories of the men
who crossed the border into the Soviet Union that fateful day, which is the Eastern
Front in microcosm, representing the years of industrial-scale warfare that followed
and the unremitting hostility of Germans and Soviets.

After Defeat
Founded as a counterweight to the Communist broadcasters in East Germany,
Radio in the American Sector (RIAS) became one of the most successful public
information operations conducted against the Soviet Bloc. Cold War on the
Airwaves examines the Berlin-based organization's history and influence on the
political worldview of the people--and government--on the other side of the Iron
Curtain. Nicholas Schlosser draws on broadcast transcripts, internal memoranda,
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listener letters, and surveys by the U.S. Information Agency to profile RIAS. Its
mission: to undermine the German Democratic Republic with propaganda that,
ironically, gained in potency by obeying the rules of objective journalism.
Throughout, Schlosser examines the friction inherent in such a contradictory
project and propaganda's role in shaping political culture. He also portrays how
RIAS's primarily German staff influenced its outlook and how the organization both
competed against its rivals in the GDR and pushed communist officials to alter
their methods in order to keep listeners. From the occupation of Berlin through the
airlift to the construction of the Berlin Wall, Cold War on the Airwaves offers an
absorbing view of how public diplomacy played out at a flashpoint of East-West
tension.

Ring of Steel
Six riveting, gritty accounts of some of the greatest German tank commanders,
including Michael Wittmann, Hans Bolter, Hermann Bix, and others. Timelines mark
the milestones of each officer's career.
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